LEEGATE REGENERATION
1. WELCOME TO OUR PUBLIC EXHIBITION
WELCOME TO OUR CONSULTATION ON ALTERNATIVE PROPOSALS FOR THE
REGENERATION OF THE LEEGATE SHOPPING CENTRE.
St. Modwen’s revised set of draft proposals for the shopping centre follows ASDA’s decision to withdraw from
earlier approved redevelopment plans.

Aerial image of the current site looking west
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St. Modwen, the owner of Leegate Shopping Centre,
is the UK’s leading regeneration specialist and an
expert in urban renewal. Over the past five years,
St. Modwen has been developing plans to regenerate
the Leegate Shopping Centre in consultation with the
local community.
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Lee Green is one of nine major and district town centres
in the London Borough of Lewisham. The site has been
identified in policy for additional housing and is suitable for
increased density. Policy also encourages the provision of
cafés, restaurants, pubs, employment, community uses and
leisure facilities in town centres where retail already exists.
St.Sch
Modwen plans to provide a reinvigorated district centre
for Lee Green that caters for local need, provides new
housing and serves as a hub for the whole community.
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Today’s exhibition offers the chance to view and
comment on our latest regeneration plans for the
Leegate Shopping Centre as they are developed.

LEEGATE REGENERATION
2. THE STORY SO FAR
THE APPROVED SCHEME AND ASDA’S WITHDRAWAL
THE APPROVED
SCHEME
Following public consultation
between 2012 and 2014, St.
Modwen submitted a detailed
planning application in January
2015. This proposed:
•	a large foodstore (pre-let to ASDA)
with 320 car parking spaces
• shops, restaurants and cafés
•	an education centre
•	a pub
•	a gym
•	a new community centre
•	229 new homes
•	linear public space on
Burnt Ash Road
•	a covered pedestrian route linking
Burnt Ash Road and Eltham Road.

Indicative aerial view of the approved scheme looking east

Our plans were approved
by the London Borough
of Lewisham’s planning
committee in May 2016, and
were subsequently approved
by the Greater London
Authority in February 2017.
Despite their approval, we
recognise there remains concern
locally regarding aspects of the
approved scheme, including:

•	The dominant nature of the
large foodstore within the
scheme
•	The local traffic impact from
shoppers using their cars
•	Preference for a recessed
public square, with seating
further from the road
•	A desire for a fully outdoor
pedestrian route through
the site

In June 2017 it was announced that ASDA would not be renewing
its pre-let agreement for a large store at the centre of the
approved scheme.
While initially disappointing, the withdrawal of ASDA from the
regeneration plans provides us with an opportunity to look again at
the proposals and to address the concerns of local people.
St. Modwen remains committed to transforming Leegate for the
benefit of the local community.
KEY
A1 Foodstore sales floor

A1 Foodstore warehouse

A3 Foodstore café

A1 Foodstore circulation

A1 Foodstore plant

A4 public house

A1 Foodstore toilets

A1 Foodstore parking

C3 residential

A1 Foodstore staff area

A1/A3 commercial

C3 residential parking / stores / plant

A1 Foodstore service area

A1/A3 service corridors

D1 community
D2 gym

Ground floor plan of the approved scheme
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Removing the large foodstore provides the flexibility to create a larger
public square and, potentially, to open up new pedestrian routes
through the site. The proposal for a smaller foodstore would result
in fewer shoppers travelling to and from the site by car and would
reduce the impact of the scheme upon local traffic and air quality.
Using the space where the large foodstore and car park was located
for additional housing (including affordable housing) will help address
local housing need and support the alternative scheme’s viability.

LEEGATE REGENERATION
3. KEY PRINCIPLES MOVING FORWARD
KEY DESIGN PRINCIPLES – INFORMED BY EARLIER COMMUNITY CONSULTATION
In moving forward with our alternative regeneration proposals, we have reflected upon local priorities and feedback received from the
community at earlier public consultations.

 xtending the green
E
boulevards:
Our new plans retain an
earlier intention to extend
the ‘green boulevards’
of Eltham Road and
Burnt Ash Road all the
way up to the Tiger’s
Head junction. Where
appropriate, we intend
to plant new trees or to
replace the existing
small trees.

3

 ctive street frontage:
A
We remain committed
to the principle that a
redevelopment
should create active
street frontage along
Burnt Ash Road, Eltham
Road, Leyland Road
and Carston Close.

While offering a new vision for Leegate, we
want our alternative proposals to build upon the
popular elements of the approved plans which
were positively endorsed by the Lewisham
Design Review Panel.
To ensure this, the brief we have provided to our
architects and landscape designers incorporates
the following five design principles.

Proposed street frontage around the site perimeter
(yellow = commercial; pink = residential)
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10
Storeys

7 Sto

View of the landscaped residents’ gardens
in the approved scheme

No increase in
maximum building
height compared with
the approved plans:
The approved scheme
featured mostly eight
storey building heights
with a single ten storey
building overlooking the
Tiger’s Head junction.
We propose to keep
within these established
height parameters, while
increasing proposed
housing along Carston
Close from three to
four storeys.

4 Blocks

New housing:
The need for new
homes in Lewisham
remains an important
priority and most
attendees at our
consultation events
accepted proposals for
a meaningful number
of new homes across
a range of tenures,
including affordable
housing.

3 Storeys
e

Modulated terrac

Approved proposals: height plan

ks

Lee Green District Centre

3 Bloc

Reinvigorate the
District Centre:
Local people attending
earlier consultation
events were fully
supportive of the idea
that any redevelopment
of the Leegate Shopping
Centre should underpin
and reinvigorate the
historic role of the
shopping centre at the
heart of Lee Green.
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DESIGN PRINCIPLES
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LEEGATE REGENERATION
4. A NEW OPPORTUNITY
A large foodstore would deliver benefits in terms of
visitor numbers and commercial activity, but its large
footprint constrains the arrangement of other buildings
and outdoor public space on the site.

open-air

te

public rou

larger
public
square

additional
housing

Removing the large foodstore from the plans provides
an opportunity to re-visit the arrangement of buildings,
outdoor public spaces and pedestrian routes. It provides
us with an opportunity to address some outstanding local
concerns, notably (i) the desire for a larger, more central
outdoor public space, and (ii) the desire for a more
permeable development with open pedestrian routes.
It is important that any new proposals are viable and
deliverable. Our initial studies show that increased
housing as part of an alternative scheme could financially
counter-balance the loss of the large foodstore.
The capacity to provide additional housing largely results
from the removal of the large foodstore and car park.
The additional housing could be provided without
increasing the approved maximum building heights.

We are exploring options for providing a larger public square, open air public routes
and additional housing

IMPROVING PERMEABILITY – WHERE DO PEOPLE
WANT TO GO?
We have met with Lewisham Council’s urban designers to discuss a
fresh approach to the arrangement of buildings and outdoor spaces. A
good starting point is to find out where people want to go – how would
they cross the Leegate site if the existing buildings were not there?

to Lewisham
Station (2km)

bus stop

Tennis
Courts

bus stop
bus stop

Manor House
Gardens

Tigers Head
Junction existing
crossings
bus
stop

Sainsbury’s

Weigall Road
Sports Ground
The Bowring
Group Sports
Centre

existing
crossing

bus stop

Some of the key connection points around the site are the shops
opposite Sainsbury’s, the bus stops on Eltham Road and Burnt Ash
Road, and the northern end of Carston Close. We have used this study
to create ‘desire lines’ for pedestrian activity around which we have
arranged the building blocks of our alternative scheme plans.
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We’ve looked at the best way to open up new routes through the site
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POTENTIAL MASSING OF BUILDINGS AND LAYOUT
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The architects have reconsidered the layout and massing of the buildings, while
keeping them within the maximum heights under the approved scheme
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Our alternative scheme proposals see the development broken down
into three main buildings arranged around a centrally positioned public
square. An east/west pedestrian route through the proposed square
would link Burnt Ash Road with Eltham Road, replacing the covered
arcade that featured in the approved plans. Complementing this, a new
north/south pedestrian route through the site would connect Eltham
Road with Carston Close.

LEEGATE REGENERATION
5. EMERGING ALTERNATIVE PLANS
Our alternative proposals deliver many of the same regeneration benefits as the approved
proposals, but locate public outdoor space at the heart of the scheme while creating a more
permeable layout with new outdoor pedestrian routes
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•	A smaller foodstore at the corner of Burnt
Ash Road and the new square.
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•	Residential frontage along Leyland Road
and Carston Close, with a mews style
residential street linking Carston Close
with the new public square.
•	A gym, community centre and office space
at first floor level within the block closest
to the junction.
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We have kept within the maximum heights
PRELIMINARY
established
by the approved proposals.
Most of the residential buildings are up to
eight storeys in height, with a ten storey
landmark building overlooking the junction
to the north. Building heights step down in
places, with four storey building height along
Carston Close to the south.
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•	A series of residential buildings arranged
over the upper floors of each of the three
blocks, overlooking enclosed communal
gardens for residents.
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USES:
A smaller foodstore will provide a convenient
alternative to the larger Sainsbury’s opposite,
while shops and cafés will predominantly
cater for daily local needs. The gym and
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B
community centre will ensure
activity during
the evenings, as will the presence of a new
residential community. The alternative
scheme also includes office space, helping
to ensure the development is sustainable.
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The foodstore and other shops will be served
by a shoppers’ car park (approximately 45
spaces) accessed off Burnt Ash Road.
There will be private residents’ car parking
accessed from Leyland Road, and street
parking and enclosed parking for affordable
housing accessed from Carston Close.
The ratio of parking spaces to homes
proposed is approximately 50% and will be
supplemented by a number of car club spaces.
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•	Retail frontage along Burnt Ash Road
and Eltham Road, with shops and cafés
fronting the new public square.
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North/South Section through the alternative proposals

Section BB

The foodstore and a number of other
shops will be serviced from a delivery layby proposed along Burnt Ash Road. The
remaining shops, offices, pub and gym
will be serviced from an existing lay-by on
Eltham Road. Potential restrictions on hours
of delivery will be subject to discussions with
the local authority.
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LEEGATE REGENERATION
6. NEW HOMES
The withdrawal of ASDA has allowed us to increase the number of homes we can deliver at Leegate.
This will help to ease the housing shortage in Lewisham and London, and provide a greater number of
affordable homes in Lee Green.

An indicative image of the mews housing

OUR PROPOSALS
Our alternative proposals could
accommodate up to 390 new homes on
site, and would support more affordable
housing than was proposed under
the approved scheme. Housing would
be ‘tenure blind’, with no distinction
between private and affordable housing
in design terms.

Examples of other housing schemes designed by our architects, Maccreanor Lavington

LONDON’S HOUSING CRISIS
London’s housing crisis remains severe and, in common with
other London boroughs, Lewisham has a pressing need for
more homes across a range of different tenures.
The Mayor of London is positively encouraging densification of development in
well-connected locations such as Lee Green.
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The taller residential blocks would provide
predominantly one and two bedroom apartments,
available for sale or for rent. Communal courtyard
gardens, located between buildings above commercial
uses, would provide amenity space for residents.
The plans also include three and four storey mewsstyle homes along Carston Close, and a new
pedestrian route linking it with the public square. This
would provide a range of apartments and maisonettes
including three bedroom family accommodation.
We have retained award-winning architects
Maccreanor Lavington who are renowned for their
housing expertise and are recognised by the Greater
London Authority for their thinking on housing and
mixeduse development.

LEEGATE REGENERATION
7. LANDSCAPING AND THE PUBLIC REALM
In response to earlier feedback, public realm and landscaping have become central to our
alternative proposals. We want to create a safe and welcoming environment, where residents and
visitors alike can meet and spend time – a hub for the community.

Outdoor seating area

BURNT ASH ROAD

Tree planting
and paving
extended
across
the road

Seating, cycle
parking and
informal play
Potential for
additional soft
landscaping
under trees

Tree planting
forming a grid

Primary market stalls
(including market
infrastructure)

Extended market
(demarcation only)

The draft plan of the new public square

Our alternative plans propose almost double
the amount of public space compared with
the approved scheme and feature a new,
large public square. This will be open at its
west-facing end towards Burnt Ash Road.
Surrounding buildings have been designed
to ensure that the square receives sunlight
throughout the day.
It will be a public space where people can sit
out and relax over a cup of coffee or a bite to
eat, sheltered from street traffic. Pedestrian
routes from the square to Eltham Road, Burnt
Ash Road and Carston Close will help to
create a lively environment and provide viable
trading conditions for shops and cafés.
DESIGNING THE SQUARE
We want to know what characteristics you would like
the new public space to have. This could include:
•	
A CIVIC SQUARE
Formal design, typically uncluttered, predominantly
featuring hard landscaping materials, perhaps with trees

Our landscaping strategy involves extensive tree planting around the perimeter of the site, with tree species
selected for their suitability to the urban environment. Trees planted within the new square will help to
create a pleasant micro-climate

•	
A MARKET SQUARE
Open space with hard landscaping, primarily designed
to accommodate market stalls and a significant
number of visitors
•	
A GARDEN SQUARE
Informal design, grassed areas and planting, perhaps
with play equipment
The public square plan illustrated above combines
elements of these three types of space. We propose
a predominantly paved square, with a grid of trees
providing a pleasant green canopy to walk or sit beneath.
An area for market stalls is indicated on the southern
side of the square, with an area open to the sun for café
terraces on the northern side. Seating, bicycle stands
and soft landscaping also feature in our draft plans.
We want to know what type of public outdoor space you
would like to see – please let us know by filling in a
feedback form.

Bermondsey Square, a popular outdoor space in Southwark, is a market square that attracts visitors with its
stalls, cafés, restaurants and outside seating. Leegate’s public space will be 30 metres by 65 metres and is
being designed by the same landscape architects who delivered Bermondsey Square
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LEEGATE REGENERATION
8. A VIBRANT DISTRICT CENTRE
Our plans will transform the existing shopping centre into a vibrant and appealing hub for the
community. We want to create a place where a range of different uses attract people to use the
district centre throughout the day and evening.
An indicative view of the new public square from Burnt Ash Road

OUR PLANS
FOR THE
REGENERATION
OF LEEGATE
SHOPPING
CENTRE WILL:
•	Replace the tired
shopping centre with
high quality architecture
and sensitive design
•	Create an active hub
where people can meet,
shop and spend time
•	Provide a sustainable
future for the centre
and the local area
•	Serve as a catalyst for
further regeneration in
Lee Green

Comparing the two schemes

Apartments

Landscaped podium

•	Reflect extensive
consultation with the
local community and
deliver a regeneration
which suits local needs

Workspace /
Community /Gym

Café / Retail
Public square
Residential parking

A cross-section of the building on
the north side of the public square

USE

Approved Proposals (m²)

Alternative Proposals (m²)

Foodstore

8,730

1,300

Shoppers Parking Spaces

320 spaces

45 spaces

Shops/Restaurants/Cafés

1,800

1,630

Pub

700

480

Offices

---

600

Community Uses

380

280

Gym

2,130

990

Residential

26,400 (229 homes)

39,500 (up to 390 homes)

Residential parking

100 spaces

Approx 125 spaces

Public outdoor space

2,210

4,370

WHAT NEXT?
Indicative timeline:
SUMMER 2017:

AUTUMN 2017:

SPRING 2018:

Pre-application consultation on alternative plans for
the regeneration of the Leegate Shopping Centre

New detailed planning application submitted
to the London Borough of Lewisham

Potential decision by the London
Borough of Lewisham

We would like to know what you think of our alternative plans
– please fill out a feedback form and leave it in the box or
return it by post. Alternatively you can complete a feedback
form on our website. Please submit your feedback before the
deadline of 29 July 2017.
The content of these boards will be available on our website
following this exhibition.
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2019:

2021/2022:

Work begins
on site

Completion

HOW TO CONTACT US:
020 7323 3544
	
info@leegate-regeneration.co.uk
www.leegate-regeneration.co.uk
	
Leegate Shopping Centre consultation,
c/o 7 Bayley Street, London WC1B 3HB

